Local Unrest

Rally Protests UCSB Enrollment Increases

By Drew Robbins

Bill Wallace, Third District Supervisor-elect, blasted the UCSB Administration yesterday for their "lack of concern and sensitivity" in dealing with increased enrollment.

Speaking at a Storke Plaza rally sponsored by IVCC and Praxis, Wallace and Praxis members Dave Stafford and Ann Davis addressed a crowd of about 50 students. The main thrust of their talk was the effect of increased enrollment on the housing in Isla Vista.

Davis, also a Leg Council member, led off the rally by giving background information on enrollment at UCSB. "Enrollment has been increasing ever since 1972," she explained. "This year the increase was only 70 people, but you've got to remember that for each student there will be 1.1 more people on the South Coast." Davis said, explaining the "multiplier effect" which figures a 1.1 increase in South Coast residents to provide products and services for each additional UCSB student.

Davis went on to cite a government survey conducted at Berkeley two years ago. "The survey found that there should be a five percent vacancy rate, anything less is an emergency situation," Davis noted. "The latest figures for I.V. show a one percent vacancy rate."

"Another important thing to keep in mind is that enrollment has gone up 20 percent since the water moratorium," Davis reported. "That means another 5,000 people on the South Coast."

Wallace spoke more specifically on the pressures of increased enrollment. "I question the inability of the UC system to reduce enrollment here at UCSB," he said. "At Berkeley and Los Angeles they manage to cut enrollment when they want," he continued. "But here they don't seem to be able to make a dent in the number of students."

"The University is the greatest growth inducer on the South Coast," Wallace said, claiming that the increased enrollment is a major cause of rent increases there.

"With the ordinary supply and demand forces at work, prices have been forced way up," Wallace said. "It's the combination of increased enrollment and the water moratorium that's putting the pressure on rent increases."

Wallace charged that one of the effects of the housing shortage and rent hikes was the relocation of residents. "It's the only way people are interested in whales can celebrate them through music, talk, discussion and film," Brown said. Admitting that when Californians assemble in support of the whale, "other people are watching."

Northern California Industries Protested

Killing of Mammals by Russian, Japanese

By Scott Spiro

Over 14,000 people joined Governor Jerry Brown Saturday afternoon in a California "celebration of the whales," in order to draw attention to the killing of the marine mammals by Japanese and Russian industries.

"If you want to save something," said Brown, who sponsored the event, "a good way to do it is to celebrate it."

"At the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium, the day-long event featured exhibits, lectures, films and entertainment by several pop artists including Jose Mitchell, Country Joe MacDonald, John Sebastian and Fred Neil.

A poetry reading by Pulitzer Prize winner Gary Snyder was followed by the showing of the film "The Great Right Whales," a documentary on the life of the endangered species, still hunted by about 14 nations.

Also appearing was Dr. Paul Strong of the Canadian Greenpeace foundation which has led efforts to save the whale from extinction. Strong's address was preceded by Stan Minassian's Emmy award winning film, "Last Days of the Dolphins."

The cost of the Sacramento gathering was estimated at $16,000, provided in full by contributions.

Celebration contributors included Dow Chemicals and Macy's Department Stores who donated several thousand dollars.

In addition, Honda, Toyota and Datsun, three major firms who have been targets of the ban on Japanese goods, put up $500 apiece.

Brown was warmly received by the audience who paid $4 each to attend the evening's festivities.

"As mammals, their survival is somewhat symbolic of our own," Brown said Saturday to the whale enthusiasts. "We are taking this day where people who are interested in whales can celebrate them through music, talk, discussion and film."

"We are taking this day where people who are interested in whales can celebrate them through music, talk, discussion and film."

Brown said, admitting that when Californians assemble in support of the whale, "other people are watching."
A LIGHT EARTHQUAKE centered in the Santa Monica Bay shook a wide area of Los Angeles yesterday. Seismologists at California Institute of Technology in Pasadena said the quake at 9:55 a.m. measured 3.8 on the Richter scale. It was centered in the ocean seven miles off Santa Monica.

BLACK NATIONALIST LEADER JOSHUA NQOMO says his "Patriotic Front" has no intention of accepting a British compromise on a target date for Black Majority rule in Rhodesia. He challenged the British to name a fixed date for Rhodesian independence rather than give a time limit of 15 months following the successful conclusion of the Geneva talks.

MARY LOUISE SMITH SAYS she'll step down voluntarily in January as National Chairman of the Republican Party in an apparent move to avoid a bitter leadership fight.

MEXICO'S CENTRAL BANK yesterday suspended the sale and purchase of all foreign currencies and gold following an apparent run on U.S. dollars by Mexicans worried about their country's economic future.

ISRAEL HAS REINFORCED ITS TROOPS along the Lebanese Frontier and warned Syria it will not tolerate the presence of pro-Syrian guerrilla fighters in the Triangle, That's where much of the world's opium is grown. Israeli police plan to use the helicopters to try to track down narcotics traffickers in the mountainous jungles of the so-called "Golden Triangle." That's where much of the world's opium is grown.

ISRAEL HAS REINFORCED ITS TROOPS along the Lebanese Frontier and warned Syria it will not tolerate the presence of pro-Syrian guerrilla fighters in the Triangle, That's where much of the world's opium is grown. Israeli police plan to use the helicopters to try to track down narcotics traffickers in the mountainous jungles of the so-called "Golden Triangle." That's where much of the world's opium is grown.

THOUSANDS OF SPECTATORS lined the airport in Bucharest yesterday to welcome the Carter party to Romania. "That's where much of the world's opium is grown."

FIVE U.S. HELICOPTERS HAVE BEEN DELIVERED to the State Department as part of a new $8 million aid package. The helicopters are expected to be used to transport top officials in the three-week negotiating session leading to the September 13th cease-fire agreements.

ISRAEL GAINED FULL MEMBERSHIP in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization yesterday with admission came at a UNESCO meeting in Nairobi, Kenya. It reversed a 1974 UNESCO decision that led to a storm of protest.

Rosayln Carter, wife of President-elect Jimmy Carter, has agreed, saying that he did not know of any valid cases of entrapment within the department. Christensen said that this lack of cases of entrapment is due in part to Santa Barbara's "different style of narcotics enforcement."

Israel's admission came at a UNESCO meeting in Nairobi, Kenya. It reversed a 1974 UNESCO decision that led to a storm of protest.

He explained that the County Narcotics Task Force concentrated on "the arrests of users of narcotics rather than the 'buyer program.'" The "buyer program" is an approach where undercover agents pose as drug buyers and arrest the drug distributors at the time of sale.

Poulis said that in buyer-seller cases, "entrapment would be an effective defense because in the state court we can't introduce background information which could prove the inclination of the defendant to commit the crime." Poulis added, "When the jurors hear the accusation of entrapment," they may react in a way which would be "helpful to the defense," though the jury might not be swayed if prosecutors could introduce a defendant's prior record.

Mary Louise Smith says she'll step down voluntarily in January as National Chairman of the Republican Party in an apparent move to avoid a bitter leadership fight.

The Federal Supreme Court ruled last April that if a person has a "predisposition" to commit a crime, it would be very difficult for the person to claim the defense of entrapment successfully. Azrith Neter, director of the American Civil Liberties Union, said that under this ruling, "If anyone does anything, you can say there must have been a predisposition."

Christensen said, "There are a lot of guidelines" in the police manual concerning undercover operations. Los Angeles has strict guidelines for decoys on their prostitute patrols. The officers on this detail cannot wear anything that would provoke potential customers."

George Eskin, Assistant City Attorney for Los Angeles, said that some suggestive acts may not get reported. "The undercover female officer isn't going to say, 'I winked at him and he responded.'"

"Flowing Free Forever."

Michael Murphey's new album A work of art and nature. On Epic Records and Tapes.
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The S.S. Universe Campus sets sail February 25, 1977, on a new series of Semester at Sea voyages for undergraduate students. The Spring 1977 voyage is around the world from Los Angeles.

Meeting Dec. 7, 12 - 1:30
Geo. Rm. 1015

For information write
INSTITUTE FOR SHIPBOARD EDUCATION
Suite 203, 23021 Paseo de Valencia
Box 2498, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Or call R.S. Zatkln (949-1358) 7-11 a.m.
on Dr. A.M. Webb, Director 13923

SEMINISTER AT SEA
sailing again in February

The S.S. Universe Campus sets sail February 25, 1977, on a new series of Semester at Sea voyages for undergraduate students. The Spring 1977 voyage is around the world from Los Angeles.

Meeting Dec. 7, 12 - 1:30
Geo. Rm. 1015

For information write
INSTITUTE FOR SHIPBOARD EDUCATION
Suite 203, 23021 Paseo de Valencia
Box 2498, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
Or call R.S. Zatkln (949-1358) 7-11 a.m.
on Dr. A.M. Webb, Director 13923

"Entrapment' not a Problem for S.B. Law Enforcement Officials"

By Steve Maurer

Entrapment is a "routine" defense used in most narcotics cases, said Deputy District Attorney Bill Poulis yesterday.

Calling entrapment a "last straw defense," Poulis said that he could recall "no case of police entrapment." Santa Barbara Police Captain Bill Christensen agreed, saying that he did not know of any valid cases of entrapment within the department.

Christensen said that this lack of cases of entrapment is due in part to Santa Barbara's "different style of narcotics enforcement." He explained that the County Narcotics Task Force concentrated on "the arrests of users of narcotics rather than the 'buyer program.'" The "buyer program" is an approach where undercover agents pose as drug buyers and arrest the drug distributors at the time of sale.

Poulis said that in buyer-seller cases, "entrapment would be an effective defense because in the state court we can't introduce background information which could prove the inclination of the defendant to commit the crime." Poulis added, "When the jurors hear the accusation of entrapment," they may react in a way which would be "helpful to the defense," though the jury might not be swayed if prosecutors could introduce a defendant's prior record.

Christensen said that "arresting users, rather than the sellers, provides no occasion for the charge of entrapment." He stressed that entrapment was not a serious problem, contending "our officers are trained on the correct way of making an arrest." The average officer has "too much work already," said Christensen. "Why should he go out and make additional work?"

"Entrapment takes something more than just providing an opportunity to a person inclined to commit a crime," explained Poulis.

Police entrapment, said Christensen, would "coerce someone (to commit a crime) who wouldn't normally commit the crime in question."

The Federal Supreme Court
Low-Cost Legal Aid Organizations Face Resistance from National Bar Association

By Glen Graenholt
The American Bar Association estimates that 32 million American families cannot afford private attorneys and yet are too high an income bracket to receive government-funded legal aid.

Many programs have been set up to give middle income families low-cost legal aid. Lawyers have attempted to establish these types of legal aid clinics have met with resistance from bar associations across the country. The first bar association to overcome is the American Bar Association ban on advertising of legal services. The ABA cannot state that "competitive advertising would encourage extraneous, unfounded, self-laudatory brashness in seeking business and that would mislead the layman."

Since the public has no way of knowing which lawyers belong to legal aid clinics and therefore charge lower prices, getting such clinics started is often difficult.

The Santa Barbara Legal Defense Center is experiencing what one spokesman calls "a severe financial crisis." This private, non-profit organization has been forced to cut back its legal aid services. The center is currently operating at a minimal level, but with proper advertising, it may be able to resume full services.

Many organizations have been trying to overturn the bar's no-ad provisions, in the face of opposition.

State Bar President David S. Casey explains, "We're trying to relax the rules as little as possible, not as much as possible."

Against heavy ABA resistance, the Supreme Court, in the mid-sixties, ruled to allow the existence of legal services insurance plans. Prepaid insurance plans provide legal assistance to clients for an annual premium between one and two hundred and fifty dollars.

The bar associations have joined together to put restrictions on this type of plan.

According to Anne Jackson of the California Journal, the California Bar severely restricts the extent and manner in which a plan can make its existence and services known.

The people of Santa Barbara, however, are not without low-cost legal aid. The Santa Barbara County Bar Association seems to have gone against the trend by establishing an attorney referral service, which gives out the names of lawyers offering legal aid.

In return for the free advertising, lawyers referred to by the service must agree to handle a given number of free cases, according to local attorney Alice Menenbach. Menenbach pointed out that in addition to the referral service, the Santa Barbara people in the past have made use of a legal co-op run by attorney Dick Solomon.

Anti-Racism Rally

"Socialists and the Fight Against Racism" is the topic of a forum to be held Tuesday at 1:00 p.m. in the Program Lounge of the UCen. It is scheduled to begin after the rally against the Bakke decision held at El Centro at noon.

The speaker will be Andrea Gonzalez, a long time activist in the struggle for Puerto Rican independence, who is presently working in Los Angeles against the Bakke decision. The forum is being sponsored by the Young Socialist Alliance.

Confused about what classes to take Winter Quarter? Consult

PROFILE
UCSB's faculty and course evaluation guide

* Offers a student perspective on professors and classes.

* On sale at the Campus and Isla Vista Bookstores and Academic Affairs Board for only 50 cents.

Your MBA is waiting for you at the Pacifica Hotel.

50 of the top graduate schools in the country are coming to Culver City. They're all going to be staying at the same hotel. And they all have MBA programs they'd like to show you.

The big occasion is the first West Coast Graduate Management Admission Fair to be held Dec. 2-4 at the Pacifica. Admission is free, and the Fair is open to the public (that's you).

So if you'd like to talk to any of the schools about your career, programs that are available, financial assistance, or anything else, feel free to drop by anytime during the Fair.

You probably won't walk away with a Masters in Business Administration, but it's a start.

The following is a list of the schools that will be in attendance:

- American Graduate School of International Management
- Arizona State University
- Brigham Young University
- California State University, Fullerton
- Columbia University
- Dartmouth College
- Emory University
- Golden Gate University
- Indiana University
- Indiana State University
- Iowa State University
- Louisiana State University
- Loyola University
- Michigan State University
- New York University
- North Carolina State University
- Ohio State University
- Oklahoma State University
- Purdue University
- Rutgers University
- Stanford University
- University of Arizona
- University of California-Berkeley
- University of California-Davis
- University of California-Irvine
- University of California-Los Angeles
- University of California-San Diego
- University of Colorado
- University of Connecticut
- University of Delaware
- University of Illinois
- University of Iowa
- University of Kansas
- University of Kentucky
- University of Louisiana-Lafayette
- University of Michigan
- University of Minnesota
- University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- University of Nevada-Reno
- University of New Mexico
- University of North Carolina
- University of Oregon
- University of Pittsburg
- University of Puerto Rico
- University of Washington
- Virginia Polytechnic Institute
- Wharton University
- Xavier University

Sponsored by the Graduate Management Admission Council. Fair will be held at the Pacifica Hotel (formerly the Americana) on Centinela Ave. near Sepulveda Blvd, right off the San Diego Freeway in Culver City. School representatives will be available from 2:00-7:30 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 2, from 10:00-7:30 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 3, and from 10:00-3:00 p.m. on Saturday, Dec. 4.
War Inevitable in Capitalist System

Editor, Daily Nexus:

Why were 91 Iranian students recently arrested in Houston, Texas? Why were 6 Iranian students being deported from France? Why were $10.6 billion in armaments contracted from the United States from 1972 to '76 by the Shah's regime? What are 24,000 U.S. advisors doing in Iran? The Chinese say that warfare between the USSR and the U.S. is "inevitable." Is it true? Some other questions: Why do wars emerge time and again, and why is the threat of war constantly above our heads? What can we do about this situation? Warfare breaks out time and again, and the U.S. constantly becomes involved. In answer to questions of why we get involved, the rich in this country always give us the same lines: to keep our "friends," preserve "our" interests, maintain "democracy," "police" the world, and so on. Their rhetoric, however, is little more than a tattered veil — trying to cover other motivations. It's in the nature of the capitalist system we live under that the rich in this country are constantly compelled to go to war to protect and further their monied interests. The U.S. and other powers continuously must try to maintain a hold on the economics and governments of various third world nations in order to preserve their profitable exploitation of raw materials, cheap labor and markets. The U.S. and other nations must at times go to war to protect their colonies and neocolonies, to try to thwart movements for independence. At the same time powers continuously try to expand — the law here is "expand or die, devour or be devoured." At times there emerge inevitable clashes between capitalist states, major attempts to steal "each other's" colonies. This is what gave rise to World Wars I and II. This is what also appears to be behind the conflict today between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. In Iran and throughout the world, the U.S. and the USSR are in contention. Though the Soviet Union carries the sheepskin cover of "socialism," working class rule has long since been shed; the people of the Soviet Union live under basically the same system we live under, and today Russia, in fact, is a major competitor of the largest world empire — that of the U.S. The situation in the Persian Gulf area characterizes what is generally happening around the world.

Destined for Failure

Editor, Daily Nexus:

"The essential function of the Associated Students Research Agency (ASRA) will be to provide Leg Council with assistance in rational decision-making." (Nexus, November 16). By this definition, the ASRA is doomed to failure: Leg Council and rational decision-making are mutually exclusive. Ryan Werner

FUBAR Ads Are Blatantly Sexist

Editor, Daily Nexus:

In the Wednesday edition of the Nexus, November 17, 1976, an ad was run for the F.U.B.A.R. Tavern in Goleta which stated that females over the age of 18 will be admitted, but a male must be 21. This is another example of sex discrimination in its most blatant form. Already this type of discrimination has been challenged in the state of California. Recently, a bar in the Bay Area was fined for discrimination in the cost of drinks on the basis of sex, plus it was forced to pay damages to the party that issued the complaint. Oppression and discrimination of any sex, race, or ethnic group will reflect itself in the populace, for you cannot truly be "free" until discriminatory practices like those conducted at F.U.B.A.R. are ended.

As a unified student body, we can help bring an end to these practices. I urge everyone, regardless of age, sex, or whatever to boycott F.U.B.A.R. until their policies are changed and a letter of apology is made through the Nexus to the UCSB student body and all persons of the community.

Stephen C. Ertman
Crowded Pool Lanes

Editor, Daily Nexus:

In response to Mr. Bernard Riley's letter of Nov. 15, I would like to make two comments. First, there are 20, not 60 lanes in Campus Pool; the figure of 60 was 20 lanes times 3 people each, I presume. The computation made by the diving team concerning the percentage of the pool they used for workout was approximate. 20 lanes minus the 2 they use is 18 lanes. Multiplied by 3, there is space for 64 people in the remainder of the pool, which is 11 more than the number of signatures Mr. Riley obtained on his petition, which was illegal, since it was solicited at least 25 yards from the facility in question.

My second and main point is this: as a competitive swimmer for 15 years, I have swum in workouts where there were 4 or 5 swimmers (usually more) per lane in a 4 to 6 lane pool. A system is used whereby each person swims in a "circle-pattern"—the lines on the bottom of the pool are respected as the center line on a road, and everyone swims to the right of each one. One swims up and back to his or her right of the line, thus, circling around it. This is a very efficient and useful method and should be used at Campus Pool during Recreational Swimming. There have been quite a few noon hours when I have tried to swim and have had to share a lane but was harrassed for swimming straight and in a systematic pattern by individuals who could not swim straight, or who refused to share a lane with me. If this circle-pattern was used, at least 64 swimmers could use the pool simultaneously and the divers could still dive. I would even submit the suggestion that instructions for circle-swimming be posted on the pool deck.

P.S. The men's and women's swim teams are forced to swim with polo class during their workout time.

Controversy Blossoms

Editor, Daily Nexus:

I appreciate the thought and controversy that seems to regularly blossom on your pages, everything from swimming to bikes. It is amazing, though, the amount of energy expended, for example in the bike handlebar controversy, in hotly debating a point that is clearly a matter of personal preference. Since the standard 10-speed handlebar was structurally designed and engineered for the down position, it is probably not good for the bike to turn the handles up, and I recommend those wishing to do so purchase new upright handelbars or order the bike that way in the first place.

Concerning bikeways/pedestrian hazards: bikers, slow down and signal! (Perhaps pedestrians should signal too?)

Brian Johnson

Change the Calendar

Editor, Daily Nexus:

Do you realize that if school started two weeks earlier we could go home at Thanksgiving and not come back until after New Years? We would be spending the same amount of time in school and would all be able to enjoy a five week vacation. I've talked to a few people and so far it's unanimous—it would be great if the calendar could be changed. How is it possible to bring something like this about?

Carla Polasek

—Steve Anchell

An Ode to Mr. Skunk

I'm sorry, Mr. Skunk, that things turned out this way. You lie so still by the side of the road with a tread across your back. But you know, Mr. Skunk, it was meant to be this way, for in the great master scheme of the universe things had been differently arranged. It might be you writing this ode to me.

—Steve Anchell
Series: Blackened Twigs

Early morning sunlight,
a pond's mist
floating through the brush:
an unrippled face.
The pond is bearded by fringes
of reeds, young birches:
overwhelmed,
blackened twigs lie
rotting in the water.

The UCSB Dance Division presents
DANCE

College Series... 

December 1-4 8 p.m. UCSB Main Theatre
Students $1, General Admission $2
Arts & Lectures Ticket Office

An Equal Opportunity to become a trainee in Motion Pictures

Tuesday, November 23

Jack Carlson and Rene Villareal will be
on campus to discuss the Motion Picture
Industry’s Training Programs
for Camera Assistants
Assistant Directors—Publicists
Make-up Artists—Script Supervisors

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION!
Series: The Roots Of Trees

The red forest floor, logs of rock
half buried and stubborn:
round plateau of grey,
a fissure
in the petrified stone:
The Roots of trees,
scaled with bark,
tumble from the rock.

What are
these bones that
speak from the
line? The cores
of ancient
plants sur-
round them
and offer
their diet that
is dry. But
they clamor,
their fittings
stretched.

A Streambed

GALAXY PRODUCTIONS

presented
at the Arlington in Santa Barbara

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd

CHUCK MANGIONE
Esther Satterfield

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1st

Jean-Luc Ponty
Tom Waits

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17th

RY COODER
SONNY TERRY & BROWNIE MCGHEE

Show times: 8:00 pm for all shows.

Tickets available at MUSIC GALAXY, MORNING GLORY MUSIC,
TWIN THEATRES, TICKET BUREAU,
and all TICKETRON locations.
To ALL at Don Vito's - we sure THANKS for a wonderful think you're neato Pooh...
We'll miss you guys!

Be a peer counselor at the Human Love Sprout and Sprite available. For Dec. appt. In your area, thru Fri.
It 'tween 8:30 and 4:00 P.M. Mon. — Geology room 1002.

ACREDITED BY UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO Ute Hall of old & Phi Slgs of gold

LOST Calculator outside North Hall
Call (219) 772-4492.
Lost wallet - money, keys, ID, please call.

Photography

Custom black and white darkroom processing by Randle Photography 1924 Euclid Ave., Santa Barbara 93101 685-1292

Travel


STEWART'S REPORTER: 20 watts/channel $40 - quadruple 8 channel speaker $65 each. In IV. 968-4273.

GLENN WACKER: 15th floor, Point. Excellent rental, contact Betty 986-0589. IV.

ROOM MATE WANTED:


HELP WANTED


Female model wanted for playboy magazine, $2500/week. On location 964-7594 between noon and 8 p.m.

BRIGHT FUTURE OPPORTUNITY You're the leader for a career with a bright future given Mutual of Omaha has an opening for an ambitious men and women unlimited by sex, age, at any experience. Positions open. Call 395-3434.

FOR RENT

2 bdrm apt. to sublet w/ 3 boys, $250/month. Close to beach, call 685-3334.

Own room Goleta house $80 per month will soon last month $70. Open 685-2426.

Sublet quiet studio apt. 796 Emb Del Playa Blvd. 968-7086. Htnt. location no stairs or

Space available at Tropicana Gardens, Female double occupancy. 968-0967.

Sublet 1 bedroom apt. Avail. Dec. 877.50/month. Includes 6504 El Nido No. 3-IV.

1 bdrm apt. starting Jan 1, Sunny, quiet, available, $115 monthly. Call 968-6617.

Renting for a 30 day or a $350 full period $310 and 482-7799. Available Dec. 1st in Paris.

Sublet studio to quiet quarters. Pool, game room, near campus. 685-1517.

RENTERS

Ask about our
30 Locations Statewide Spare Room Owners
Open 7 Days a week.

315 clean roomy studio near beach and USC. Open to quiet quarters. Call 684-0744.

Entire 1 br. apartment to sublet w/6 boys, $225 monthly. Call. Peter Parent 968-0362.

3 rooms available in P.F., M or F. for winter qtr. Liz 968-9335.

3 F roommates needed for 2 br I.V. Call 685-2690 aft. 8 p.m.

2 F wanted to sublet 2 bdrm w/ln/spr, 3 968-1971 ask for Tom.

Rm mate wanted w/ln/spg. 1/2 blk from ocean & campus. 877.50/mo. Call 964-6026. Now a Co-op.

REM OVALS: I quickly remove other roommates. 3 spaces left. Rec Office, Rob 968-0565.

APARTMENTS

1 F wanted to sublet 2 bdrm w/ln/spr, now only $63.75/mo. Beach side. Call 968-4040 Evenings.

1 F roommate to share spacious 2 br Apt. Call Karen at 968-9335 for info.

DOROTHY: 3 rooms available in F.T., M or F. for Spring quarter. 1/2 blk from ocean & campus. Call 968-0565.

WANTED

WANTED

WANTED

WANTED

WANTED

WANTED
Consumer Conference Meetings
Push Citizen Participation

By Howard Dyck

"Though most people don't know it, there is still a strong consumer movement in California," stated Richard Spohn, Director of the Department of Consumer Affairs. He spoke Tuesday in San Francisco at "Consumer '76," a conference sponsored by the California Department of Consumer Affairs. Workshops were offered on energy, utility rates, food and nutrition, credit and organizing skills.

The workshop on utility rates turned into a debate between Tim Brick of the Campaign Against Utility Service Exploitation (CAUSE) and Robert Oldhick, an attorney for Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E). Brick argued for "public ownership as the only means available to protect the public from price gouging and exploitation for profit of things that are necessities of life."

Oldhick, trying not to appear too nervous, stressed that PG&E was not making enough profits, and that consumer activists generally ended up costing consumers more because of delays and harassment.

In the second energy workshop, PUC Commissioner Robert Batinovich, a Brown appointee, spoke on how much citizen participation was needed to counter the demands of the energy industry for higher prices. "Citizens must get involved in the selection of appointments to regulatory boards like the PUC," said Batinovich. He was approved by the State Senate after being asked only one question: if his name was pronounced correctly. Batinovich also promised to look into Ida Vista's D-S utility rate in the hopes of making L.V.'s utility rates more equitable. Such rates have already been abolished in northern California.

In the workshops on food and nutrition, discussions were held on food pricing, coops and Bar 4-30. Budweiser taste. The participants spoke of the need for Americans to alter eating habits, believing that Americans are conditioned to overeating and wasting food. Most mentioned that children should not be given food as a reward, particularly sweets, or they will grow up eating too much.

Al Krebs, of the Agribusiness Accountability Project, spoke on how foods are made to fool consumers. Fresh Horizon, a new nutritional bread made by I.T.T. is billed as a health food with more fiber and fewer calories. According to Krebs, what I.T.T. doesn't say is that the fiber is really crushed wood pulp that was cleansed with dangerous chemicals.

Throughout the conference, citizen mobilization and participation were the keywords.

Finance.

The report expressed that "the legislators are overlooking the constitutional autonomy of the University under the guise of accountability. " We shall be faced," the report continued, "with court challenges sooner or later if we are to preserve our interpretation of the autonomy of the University." The report concluded that "the growing tendency toward legislative direction of research activities will require an imaginative response.

The failure of the University to successfully oppose the passage of Proposition Four on the November ballot was cited as an example of the growing difficulty the University has dealing with State Government.

UC President David Saxon said he "did not praise the University's efforts in the matter of working with the legislature. Saxon did "not say this has ever been better," because we are "in an era of great change in the way the political process operates."
**Poloists Win PCAA League Championships**

Four Make All-League Team;

**UCSB to Compete in Nationals**

By Laura Fredericks

The UCSB men's waterpolo team earned their way to the Nationals over the weekend by capturing the PCAA tournament title at Pepperdine. It was a promise come true for Coach Dante Dettamanti who has been certain throughout the season that the Gauchos are the best in their league as well as one of the top teams in the nation.

After playing the University of the Pacific (UOP) on Friday in a victorious 19-9 point semifinals match, the Gauchos beat Long Beach in Saturday's finals 5-4, thus proving themselves champions. This victory guaranteed their invitation to next weekend's Nationals which will be held in the Belmont Plaza Pool.

The score of the UOP match is misleading, for the Gauchos maintained a strong lead throughout the first three quarters. "We were never worried," reported Dettamanti. "Our defense was never in control the whole game." The coach substituted freely so the whole starting line-up should have seen some action.

Although the team had some early season losses, they pulled together a nine game winning streak in the end.

Looking ahead to the Nationals, the coach expressed his characteristic confidence. "We think we can win. Even though we will have to play a super game to beat Stanford, we are shooting for first place. "In fact," he said, "we won't settle for anything less."

**Elias and Uhler**

Win *Turkey Trot*

Saturday two members of the UCSB women's crosscountry club ran in the Turkey Trot sponsored by the Lompoc Valley Distance Club. The course was 6.2 miles long. Kristen Uhler of UCSB took first place in the women's division with a time of 41:3. Gaacho Tami Elias finished second in 43:5. Coach Laurel Treon is pleased with Uhler's and Elias' performances and looks forward to good seasons from both women next quarter when women's track begins.

---

**NOTE TO ADVERTISERS:**

Only a few days of publication remain in which to place your Christmas Advertising in the NEXUS

Due to the class schedule of the quarter system

WE WILL PRINT:

**WED. — NOV. 24**

and our Final Edition For Fall Quarter Will Be

**A Special CHRISTMAS ISSUE**

**Thursday, December 2**

**DEADLINE: MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29**

**THIS WILL BE YOUR LAST CHANCE TO ADVERTISE UNTIL JANUARY 5, 1977 — SO BE SURE TO MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW BY CALLING**

961-3828

**Better Hurry... 2 Issues Left!**
Cal Poly Grapples to Easy Win, UCSB Fourth in Home Tourney

By Mike Lauderdale
This weekend the Gauchos put in a full weekend's work hosting the prestigious UCSB tournament on Saturday and taking on Arizona State University on Sunday. The Gauchos came in fourth with 54 points, behind nationally-ranked Cal Poly San Luis Obispo (168), Arizona State (156) and San Jose (58).

Gaucho 118-pounder Frank Clementi was the only Gaucho to reach the finals, taking second. Three Gauchos took thirds by Frank Clementi ran into a surprisingly tough 118-pounder who put ASU ahead 6-0. Dave Aguilar did a fine job at 126 until an injury forced him to stop. Jerry Nobles was overpowered 11-3 at 134, and ASU got an upset at 142, defeating Gary Fenzke.

At 177, Robert Jones came through with a 7-2 win for the Gauchos by piling up a five-point flurry by ASU's man. This gave ASU a 25-0 lead and from there it was all ASU. 177 pounder Robert Jones went two scoreless rounds with one of ASU's conference champs, who prevailed 4-0 in spite of a fine effort by Jones. When it was all over, the scoreboard read 48-0, ASU.

Comments on the tournament were varied but complimentary. T.J. Kerr of San Jose State (14-9-0 last year) was awestruck by Cal Poly and ASU. Cal Poly coach Vaughn Hitchcock was surprised by ASU's strength, and was "pleased with our effort in beating them." Bobby Douglas of ASU called it "one of the finest tournaments in the nation. The officiating was outstanding, the competition unbelievable. Cal Poly is one of the premier teams in the country, and UCSB is not far behind."
Enrollment Increase Protest

(Continued from p.1)

almost impossible for a family with a child to find a place in I.V.," he asserted. "They have to go outside the area. And if they do find a place the rent is even higher than for single students."

Stafford, closing off the rally, jokingly offered a solution to enrollment pressures. "The only effective way I've seen to cut enrollment at UCSB is to burn down a bank."

On a more serious note, Stafford suggested several methods of curbing enrollment.

"The first way would be to go through the State Legislature," Stafford said, explaining that the State Constitution establishes the UC system as a fourth and separate branch of government. "It may take a constitutional amendment, but I hope not," he continued.

"What could, and should, be done is to have A.S. start getting in touch with all the other campuses. Then we could present an organized front to the State." Stafford also suggested that Isla Vista could influence University policy through a direct assault on the UC Regents. "We need to send groups of people to focus the Regents’ attention on the problem."

The final solution Stafford proposed was to channel protest through the UCSB Administration. "We need to get on them and force them to cut enrollment," he asserted, suggesting that rally participants present talk to administrators and members of the Academic Senate.

Stafford stressed awareness as one of his main goals. "My hope is that more people will realize the seriousness of the problem and not put up with the University's policy," he said.

Illegal LSD Use Hit by Doctor

(ZNS) — A leading American psychiatrist is charging that many top medical researchers in the United States have illegally administered dangerous mind-altering drugs to unsuspecting patients and other human guinea pigs, yet have never been criticized for their experiments.

Doctor Thomas Szasz, a professor of psychiatry at the Upstate Medical Center in Syracuse, New York, likens many of these drug experiments to those that were conducted in Nazi Germany 35 years ago.

Szasz says he is alarmed at both the official and public reaction to recent revelations that government researchers administered LSD and other drugs to unsuspecting innocent citizens at the request of the CIA and the Pentagon.

Says Szasz, the American doctors who drugged unsuspecting persons did not perform experiments; they poisoned people...prominent American psychiatrists are implicated in the most serious and systematic violations not only of medical ethics, but also of criminal law that have ever been brought to light. "The question," he says, "is what are we going to do about it?"
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